We study the infimum of the Hausdorff and Vietoris topologies on the hyperspace of a metric space. We show that this topology coincides with the supremum of the upper Hausdorff and lower Vietoris topologies if and only if the underlying metric space is either totally bounded or is a UC space.
Introduction
The two best known topologies on the hyperspace of a metric space (X, d) are the Hausdorff" and Vietoris topologies, denoted by 77 and V respectively. They were introduced in the twenties and since have been extensively studied (see, e.g., [Mi, Ku, KT] ).
Let us recall the result that directly compares the two topologies [Mi, Lemma 
3.2]:
77 is weaker than V if and only if (X, d) is totally bounded, and V is weaker than 77 if and only if (X, d) has the UC property; i.e., disjoint closed sets are a positive distance apart.
In this article we wish to study the infimum topology 77 A V , that is, the collection of all subsets of the hyperspace c(X) which are open for both topologies 77 and V.
It is well known that 77 and V can be split into a lower part, denoted by 77~ and V~ , respectively, and an upper part, 77+ and V+ (see the definitions below). Thus a formal application of the distributive laws to 77 A V, written as (77+ v 77-) A (V+ V V~), yields the topology 77+ V V~ . The latter is the proximal topology that was introduced and studied in [BLLN] ; it is easy to show that 77 A V > 77+ V V~ and that equality holds if (X, d) is either totally bounded or a UC space, that is, if 77 and V are comparable.
We note that some results on suprema of hyperspace topologies are available in the literature; for example, the Vietoris topology is the supremum over all equivalent metrics of the corresponding Wijsman, as well as proximal, topologies [BLLN, Theorem 3.1, Corollary 3.5] ; also, the supremum of all Hausdorff metric topologies coincides with the so-called locally finite topology [BHPV] .
In contrast, there are, to our knowledge, no results concerning the infimum operator which is not as flexible as the supremum, the main reason being that a net converges for the supremum of two topologies if and only if it converges for both, while the dual characterization does not hold for infima; this is an intrinsic difficulty in the lattice of topologies considered as a sublattice of the lattice of convergences.
We will begin our study with an exploration of some particular sets in 77 A V in relation to 77+ V V~ . In particular, we show that if a finite union of K-basic open sets is 77-open, then this union belongs to 77+ v V~ . More interestingly we also prove that all elements of 77 A V of the form \Ja(G+ n V~), where the GQ's and V^s are open subsets of X, actually belong to 77+ V V~ .
Our main result, however, states that these two topologies coincide if and only if (X, d) is either totally bounded or UC. This shows how stringent the restriction to a subbase for V~ is; it also shows that the lattice generated by 77+, V+, H~ , V~ is not distributive in general.
This result provides a good example of the interplay between X and the lattice of topologies on c(X).
Let us recall some definitions. The hyperspace of X , denoted by c(X), is the collection of all closed nonempty subsets of X. The upper Vietoris topology V+ on c(X) has for a base the family of all sets of the form G+ = {£ £ c(X) : We similarly define the upper Hausdorff topology 77+ (we should strictly write 77^ since the equivalent metrics on X can generate different Hausdorff topologies on the hyperspace, but we will drop the subscript if the metric is fixed) by means of a local base: if A £ c(X), consider the family-ranging over all e > 0-of the is the Hausdorff sphere of radius e centered at A . The Hausdorff topology is the supremum of 77+ and 77~ , and it is well known that V+ > H+ and 77~ > V~ . For general background on hyperspace topologies, the reader is referred to [FLL] . License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
There are several known characterizations of UC spaces (see, e.g., [At, Be, Ra] ). We mention here that (X, d) is UC if and only if every continuous real function on X is uniformly continuous and that every UC space is complete.
The topology 77 A V
We will say that the open subset G of X has property (*) if D(A, Gc) > 0 for every closed subset A of G, where Gc is the complement of G. set G+ is open in 77+ . We know that G+ £ 77 by (i). Pick A £ G+ and e > 0 such that S(A, e) c G+ ; then SH+(A, e) C G+ for if B C Ae, A u B is in S(A, e) and thus in G+ . Notice that each C7+ has the property that if C £ G+ and D C C, then D £ G+ . Therefore, B £ G+ and Sm(A ,e)CG+.
(ii) => (i) follows from the fact that V~ < H~ .
(ii) => (iii) Suppose there is G open in X which does not have property (*); then there is A closed and contained in G with D(A, Gc) = 0. Thus, for every e > 0, AE is not contained in G and G+ is not in 77+ . As was pointed out previously, the equivalence of (i) and (iv) can be found, with a different proof, in [Mi] . Note that Theorem 3.3 of [BHPV] gives a condition equivalent to (iv) in terms of the locally finite topology.
Corollary 2. A metric space (X, d) has an equivalent UC metric if and only if the set {77+ : p is a metric equivalent to d} has a maximum in the lattice of topologies on c(X). This maximum is then necessarily equal to V+ .
Proof. From Corollary 3.5 of [BLLN] we obtain V+ = sup{77+ : p is equivalent to d}.
The corollary is then a consequence of Theorem 1. □ The preceding condition extends the list of topological characterizations of the UC property (see, in particular, [Ra] ).
Corollary 2 should also be compared to Corollary 5.6 of [BLLN] which states that compactness of X is equivalent to V+ being equal to the maximum of the set {W+ : p is equivalent to d}, where W+ is the upper part of the Wijsman topology corresponding to p; i.e., the net (Ai) W+-converges to A if p(x, A) < liminf/)(x, Ai) for every ^ in I.
Remark 3. It can be checked easily that a necessary condition for an open set with nonempty boundary to have property (*) is that its boundary be compact.
The following is an example of an open set G with compact boundary which does not have property (*) or, equivalently, such that G+ is not in 77+ . Let X be the subset of 7?3 given by X = {(x,y,z):\y\<l, z = 0} u {(x, y, z) :y = 0, x-z = l}.
Put G = {(x, y, z) : \y\ < 1, x > 0, z = 0}, and let A = {(x, y, z) : y = z = 0, x > 1} . Then A is closed in G and its distance to Gc is zero. Notice that the boundary of G is compact nonempty and that its distance to A is one. Simple examples show that if the boundary of G is empty, G may or may not have property (*).
Looking at lower parts we have This follows from Theorem 5, the fact that V~ < H~ for every equivalent p, and the well-known result that X is separable if and only if it admits a totally bounded metric [En, Theorem 4.3.5] .
We now prove a finite absorption property for the topologies V+ and 77+ which states that if a finite union of F+-basic open sets belongs to 77+ , it then reduces to the union of the elements already in 77+ . Proposition 7. Suppose Gx, ... , Gn are open subsets of X and that [jC7+ £ 77+ . If, for some i, Gi does not have property (*), there exists j ^ i such that Gj D Gj and Gj has property (*). Proof. There exists A c G, with D(A, G^) = 0. If, for every j ^ /, Gj does not contain Gj, pick a point Xj in G, -Gj and consider the set B = A u {xi, ... , x"} . Then B £ C7+ , but for no e > 0 does Be belong to \J C7+ , which is a contradiction. Thus there is j with Gj D Gi. Suppose further that, for every k / j, Gj is not contained in Gk (this is no restriction since the cardinality of the /'s is finite). Then Gj has property (*)-if not we can repeat the same argument as above and arrive at a contradiction. □ We note that the absorption property is not valid for infinite families. In the plane consider G" = {(x, y) : y < n} . Then no G" has property (*) since its boundary is not compact, but |J C7+ belongs to 77+ .
The next lemma, valid for any cardinality, has a straightforward proof.
Lemma 8. Suppose {Ji(Gt n Wi~\ n ''" n wi~,k(i)) belonSS to 77. Then IJ, Gf belongs to 77+.
Corollary 9. If a finite union of V-basic elements belongs to 77, at least one of them belongs to 77.
For the proof first apply Lemma 8, then Proposition 7, and recall that V~ <
77-.
Simple examples show that no absorption property holds for finite unions of F-basic elements.
Lemma 10. The inequality 77 A V > 77+ V V~ holds in a general metric space.
If (X, d) is either totally bounded or UC, equality holds.
Proof. Since 77+ V V~ is weaker than both 77 and V, the inequality follows.
If (X, d) is UC, then, by Theorem 1, 77 A V = V = 77+ V V~ . If (X, d) is totally bounded, then, by Theorem 5, 77 A V = 77 = 77+ V V~ . U Proof. Let A £ (J, O, and consider the following partition of the indices:
i is an a-index if A £ O,. i is a /i-index if Ac Gi and A does not meet Wt. i is a y-index if A is not contained in G,.
Since (J/ Oi is 77-open, there is e > 0 such that this union contains S(A, e). Pick 0 < a < e; then cl(yl<7) (the closure of A") belongs to (9,0 for some /n . If A meets 1F,0, that is, /0 is an a-index, say ao. we consider the (77+ V V~)neighborhood of A given by N = (Aa)+ n 1FQ-; then every B in N belongs to Oao. If A does not meet Wio, that is, /0 is a /i-index since ^ c G,0, put /o = Pi and consider 77) = c\(Aa) -WB] ; 77) is a closed set such that A C 77) c ^4£; therefore, 77) e S(^4, e) and 77i e 0,, for some U . If i] is an a-index, say ai , we consider the (77+ V K_)-neighborhood of A given by N = (A")+ n W~ and show that N c (J,. O,-. Indeed if B £ N and B meets IF^ , then B £ 0Bl since A" C G^, ; if 5 does not meet W^, , then B c Hi C GQl and £ € Ga, ; if /i is a /?-index (it cannot be a y-index), call it B2 and notice that fi2 ^ /ii since 77] n Wp2 is not empty while 77] n WBi is. Consider now H2 = cl(A") -(WBl U WBl); this again is a closed set in S(A, e) and, therefore, belongs to some 0,2. If i2 is an a-index, we conclude as above and if i2 is a /?-index, say /?3, we notice that /?3 ^ /i2 and y?3 # /ii.
We proceed by transfinite induction, supposing that at no step of our construction do we meet an a-index. The above procedure holds for every successor ordinal; suppose now £ is a limit ordinal and consider the closed set 77^ = c\(A°) -\3n<$ Wn , knowing that A does not meet any of the WJs. Then 77^ belongs to some O, and we can put i = fa . The mapping constructed in this way is an injective map from an initial segment of the ordinals, of cardinality equal to the cardinality of the set of ^-indices, into the set of /i-indices. In this way we exhaust the /^-indices and, therefore, must obtain an a-index at some step and the theorem is proved. □ Remark 13. Suppose the union U,-0,-of general F-basic open sets is 77-open and that A £ [J, Oj. It can be shown that A is an interior point of |J, Oi for the topology of 77+ V V~ in the following two cases:
(i) A meets a finite number of elements defining the lower parts of the 0,'s.
(ii) The cardinality of the set of /i-indices is finite.
The proof in case (ii) follows the scheme of Theorem 12.
We now state our main result. (1) AnB = 0 and d(an, b") -» 0.
(2) d(ct, Cj) > 2a for i ^ j .
(3) D(A,C)>o, D(B, C)>a.
If X is not UC, we can find sequences A and B with distinct points and with property (1). If X is not totally bounded, we can find a sequence C with (2). Now observe that conditions (1) and (2) still hold if we pass to subsequences of A, B , and C. Thus if D(A, C) > 0, we are done; then suppose D(A, C) = 0. Without loss of generality we can suppose that An C = 0 (if AnC is countable, assign to A the even subsequence and to C the odd one). Then there are two subsequences, labeled by n, {a"} of A and {<:"} of C such that d(a" , c") -> 0; then d(bn , c") -> 0 because of (1). Thus there is k such that, for all /, j > k, d(c2i+i, a2j) > o and d(c2i+i, b2j) > o .
Put A' = {a2n : n > k}, B' = {b2n : n > k}, and C = {c2n+i : n > k}.
Then A', B', and C verify (1), (2), and (3). Call them A, B, and C. The second step in the proof consists in showing that the existence of the sets A, B, and C implies that 77 A V is strictly stronger than 77+ V V~ .
To do this we produce a set O which is ( We will prove that every K in O has V-and 77-neighborhoods which do not contain the £"'s for all large «'s (this is sufficient since 77 and V are Hausdorff topologies). We will consider the following three exhaustive cases:
(a) There is x £ K -(A U C). (b) There is x £ (A U C) -K. (c) K = AUC. In case (a) let 0 < e be such that B(x, 2e) n (A U C) = 0 and put S = £(x, e). Then K £ S~ and since, for large n , d(b" , A) < e, the set B" must be disjoint from S. Thus, for large n, £" does not meet S and S~ acts as both 77-and F-neighborhood of K .
In case (b) let 0 < e be such that B(x, 2e) n K = 0 ; since x £ F" for all large n , Sh+(K, e) does not contain the corresponding £"'s and Sh+(K, e) acts as both 77-and F-neighborhood of K.
In case (c) notice first that, for 0 < e < a , SH-(A U C, e) does not contain any £" . For each n , pick ck in C with k > n . Then ^(q , C") > 2cr by (2), d(ck, An) > d(ck, A) > D(A, C) > a > e, and rf(c>, B") > D(B, C) > a > e ; thus, ck does not belong to (£")e and 5ff-(^4 U C, e) is the required 77neighborhood of A U C. As for the F-neighborhood, notice that for each n there is e" > 0 such that (A U C U 5) n £(a", e") = {a"} ; thus the open set G = [Jn £^(a« > e«) u Un P(cn' e)' witn e < o-> contains /I U C but no £". Therefore, G+ is a F-neighborhood of A U C contained in G and the proof of the theorem is complete. □
